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LAST YEAR WHITMAN PUBLISHING PUT OUT ROBERT AZPIAZU’S
book Collector’s Guide to Modern Federal Reserve Notes, Series 1963-2009.
On the very first page of the catalog listing (Page 1), that author writes
regarding $1 Federal Reserve Notes, Series 1963:  “CA [Block] C60800001A

- C61440000A [Serial Numbers] Gilbert Unknown.”
I believe my recent discovery of a Gilbert Paper Co. presentation folder

containing the story of these notes and in addition an actual note, is historic and will
help fill in some of that information.  I posted images of my historic find on
www.cointalk.com last November, and also want to share it with readers of Paper
Money.

I also attempted to research my find.   I wrote an email to the mayor of
Menasha, Wisconsin asking for history of the mill, and he forwared my email to one
of the new owners, of the mill and property. He, (Tom) had an interesting story how
he, and his two partners bought the mill and land back in 2002. 

Tom is a lawyer. He told me that after purchasing the abandoned mill, he
was in the basement of the mill office building and discovered a large safe. He con-
tacted a local locksmith and had the safe opened. There in the bottom of the safe
were 1,100 new, banded $1 bills....nothing else. Neither Tom nor his two partners
knew anything about the history of the mill, or the possible significance of the
money. 

They split the money three ways. One partner gambled his share away with-
in a month.  The second partner had his home burglerarized in 2004, and his share
was stolen, but Tom still has his share of the one dollar bills. When Tom and I
spoke, he told me the story and was excited to hear about the history of the Gilbert
Paper Company, so I told him everything I knew up until then. 

I told Tom the serial number range and asked him to verify the notes in his
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possession.  The notes Tom has are 1963A $1 Chicago District notes, and are not the
correct series or district of the known Gilbert Paper notes.  

So, after hearing this, I contacted the BEP HRC and asked if they had any
information regarding the contract between the BEP and Gilbert back in the early
1960s.   I thought this was also very interesting and worth sharing with SPMC mem-
bers.  This is what the Bureau had to say in response to my questions:

Q. I'm writing this time to find out if you, (BEP) have any information in
the archives concerning the printing of 1963 $1 notes from paper supplied by the
Gilbert Paper Company.  All of the currency guides I use refer to 20,000 sheets pro-
vided to the BEP in the early ’60s in a search to find an alternative supplier of paper
other than the Crane Company.

A. I believe that more than trying to find an alternative source for distinc-
tive paper (besides Crane), the goal was to encourage competitive bidding. The HRC
has a contract in its manuscript collections date effective 1964 between the Bureau
and Gilbert. Gilbert was selected under paragraph 14 of the contract which states:
“That hereafter, in order to foster competition in the manufacture of distinctive
paper for the United States currency and securities, the Secretary of the Treasury is
authorized, in his discretion, to split the award for such paper between the two bid-
ders whose prices per pound are the lowest received after advertisement. This provi-
sion is applicable to the procedure of the contracting officer as the representative
herein of the Secretary of the Treasury."

Q. The notes printed (640,000) were printed for the Philadelphia District
(C) and between serial numbers C60800001A and C61440000A.

A. That is true. Gilbert was contracted to provide the BEP with approxi-
mately 150,000 lbs. of distinctive paper at a total cost of $111,750. The estimated
number of sheets Gilbert was to deliver was 2,167,316. They were awarded [the]
only item in the total contract. There is an undated amendment notice (most likely
for June of 1965) for this contract which states that the contract is considered com-
plete with only 1,235,396 sheets having been delivered.  A letter also in the contract
folder from Gilbert dated May 7, 1965, indicates that the company wants to “be
relieved of running the fourth portion of the subject contract.”  . . . “There are sever-
al reasons for this request, but primarily we want the opportunity to  evaluate all of
the runs we have made and specifically the last shipment. Also, we are making cer-
tain refinements in our equipment which we are confident will help us in future
manufacturing of Distinctive Papers for the Bureau.”

Q. The Crane Company has been the sole supplier of paper used in the
printing of U.S. currency for more than 130 years, and back in the early 60’s, the
BEP sent out invitations to six different paper companies to find out if another
paper company could manufacture a qualified paper, and if they could be competi-
tive with Crane. The Gilbert Paper Company was the only company that wanted to
participate, and was able to provide qualified paper to the BEP. Unfortunately, the
Gilbert Paper Company was unable to supply paper at a reasonable price, so Crane
remains the sole supplier of paper used to manufacture U.S. Currency.

A. Although Gilbert's cost was more per pound than Crane’s, I am not sure
(given the paragraph quoted above) that cost was the only reason Gilbert did not
continue to supply the BEP with paper. Beyond the contract the HRC does not have
any more information on Gilbert and future bids.  It would be interesting to find
out in more depth what happened and why Gilbert pulled the plug on its contract.
Did they bid a second or another time when the distinctive paper contract came up
again?

Thank you,  BEP 
Moneyfactory.gov
This information only intensified my interest, so I filed a Freedom of

Information Act request to learn more.  When I do, I’ll report it here.                       �
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